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Unlocking the entire history content in Persona 4 Golden can be a minefield. One wrong move and you'll miss out on both extra story and gameplay. The problem is that if you start looking for this kind of thing, then it probably won't be long before you've ruined the surprises, and you may still be confused about exactly what you need to do (especially how
many guides only cover unlocking for the PS2 version of Persona 4). So here it is, a spoiler free guide that will make sure you get the most out of Persona 4: Golden on your first pass. Before we proceed I'm going to outline different things that can be unlocked as it will be a bit confusing if you don't know that the true ending and epilogue are completely
different things. Here are four basic things you probably want to do and don't want to miss: Hollow Forrest: By maxing out Marie's social connection you'll unlock an extra dungeon (which is super hard) as well as some extra stories. It's worth doing and all this content is exclusive to the PS Vita version of the game. True Ending: Right before the game ends
you need to talk to everyone who has the social links you have maxed out. At this point you need to make some strange options (details below) that result in both a little more gameplay and an extended end. Super Secret Boss: It's only available on the second passage, and requires you to max out Margaret's social connection. The boss this unlocks by far is
the most challenging task in the game and can be easily missed. To face it you will need to take the extra step while going down the way to the true end. Epilogue: Another exclusive for Persona 4: The Golden, Epilogue is an additional story that takes place after the true ending. To unlock this (and you really should, it's great), you need to complete both
Hollow Forrest and reach the true end. You don't, however, have to fight the super secret boss, which is handy as it means you can do it on your first pass. So here's what you need to do: 1) Max out the right social connections. That means Marie for Hollow Forrest and Margaret for the secret boss. Marie's social connection can be unlocked on or after April
18 by talking to her in a velvet room. You can spend time with her on Wednesday and weekends, although you can't get the last rank of 5 until July 24 or after. This should be completed by the end of the year, but don't worry if you think you will be working out of time as it becomes available every day once you reach December. If you are going after Margaret
for an extra boss you will need to be on the second pass, so already need to know what you need to do. 1.5) Or at max from one social connection. If you can't be concerned about Hollow Forrest but still want a true ending, then make sure you max out at least one one link or you won't be able to unlock it. It's pretty easy though and shouldn't cause you
much trouble. 2) Complete Hollow Forrest. Most other guides seem to break it down into three or four steps, but there's really no need. As long as you max out Marie's social connection you have nothing to worry about; You won't miss this extra dungeon. There are a few extra scenes in January and then mid-February Margaret will call you... 3) Don't get a
regular end. When you get near the end of the game the easiest mistake you can make is to go home as soon as you talk to everyone (which will help you regular ending). This happens on March 20 when you go to town and have to talk to everyone who has the social connections you have maxed out. Once you've done this the game will ask you if you want
to go back to your house and prepare for tomorrow and you have to say NO 4) Search for the truth. Next go to June where you will be again told to return to your home. Pick NO, I'm not finished yet, and then yes. Finally chosen to eat something missing and watch the scene that follows. After that, go to the river bank and talk to the characters you will meet
there. 5) Go to the velvet room (twice). Then go to the Velvet Room to get a special item from Igor. If you want to run into a super secret second-playthrough only boss, then once you leave turn around and return to the velvet room where Margaret will give you another item. 6) Talk to a woman. I'm not going to say who, it's going to ruin it, but at this point it
should be obvious what to do next. 7) Super secret boss fight. Now this is the point where you can fight the secret boss. The point Margaret gave you tells you where to go. Good luck with that, you'll need it. 8) Search... Either after you've talked to a person or after you've fought a super secret boss you'll be ready for the final part of the game. Talk to Rise
and chose Search.... The rest is a given. 9) Enjoy the extended ending. Seriously, this mind is blowing how much amazing content was hidden at the end of Persona 4: Golden. If you've followed these steps so far, then there's nothing to worry about, there's nothing you can miss now, so enjoy the rest of the game! And that's it. If you want, you can check out
my full game review here, there's also anime based on Persona 4 that I'd recommend (full review here). Finally, once you've mastered the game be sure to check my own thoughts on the end, although be careful if you haven't done with the story, then this post has major spoilers! Persona 4: Golden just fell on the PC. Now it's available on Steam -- seemingly
out of nowhere -- and a whole bunch of players can, play through what many consider the best of Persona Persona This is a game about making friends and fighting monsters, and if you're aiming to get the best end possible, it's pretty tricky if you don't know exactly what to do. Here we will break all the steps that you absolutely have to follow to get the
Golden Ending. This secret ending has been added to the updated version of Persona 4, the original game has no true end like this - but seeing as this is the only version available on pc, it's the only one that matters. Getting a better ending is essential for wimps like me who can't deal with bitter-sweet stories. I just want everyone to be happy! If that's what
you want, here's how to do it. Persona 5: Royal Guides: 9 Beginner Tips How to Unlock a New Palace (en) How to Get a Bad Ending and a True Ending (en) All the cool questions and answers Exams Guide To get a better ending, you should follow some very specific steps. I'll try to avoid spoilers as much as possible - make sure to keep often incase you're
accidentally unable to meet any of these requirements. Step #1: Max from Marie Social Link.This is 100% required. Although this is not required, maxing out the social connection of Adachi is very useful. Step #2: Choose the right options for dialogue on December 3. Save until December 3! You have to choose the subsequent options for sure. Wait a
second here... We're missing something. ... true feelings. Something's bothering me. We're missing something... Don't worry damn good! After choosing the right options, you will be given the choice to choose the culprit. Make sure to choose the right culprit! It can only be one. Step #3: At the end of the game, you'll talk to every social link and say goodbye.
Talk to everyone and don't leave - visit June. If all previous steps have been completed, you will get a Golden Ending. Enjoy the best ending in the game! Persona 4 Golden contains several endings for players to unlock through certain tasks. Here's how players can unlock the best end in the game. The best (I'm true) ending Persona 4 Golden should be
unlocked for viewing. Here's what it takes to get a true ending to the game. Persona 4 Golden is an improved version of the original Persona 4 transmitted by PS Vita. Atlus has been a supporter of PS Vita since its initial release. The original is released back on PlayStation 2 and is considered not only one of the best Games in the Persona series, but also
one of the best video games of all time. The murders take place in the small town of Inaba, where Yu Narukami and friends enter the world of television to find out the cause of these murders. This guide will help players unlock the game's true ending. Continue scrolling to continue reading Click below to start this article in a quick submission. now the Persona
series is a spin-off of another series famous Megami Tensai. While Shin Megami Tensai focuses more on in turn action gameplay, the Persona series links that along with the simulator of life. Players can build relationships and social connections with other characters by talking to them, meeting game dates, or getting involved in the lives of these characters
through side quests.  Two new social connections were introduced in the Golden version, Adachi and Marie. The Velvet Room is the premiere venue throughout the Persona series and Marie takes on the role of assistant for the velvet room to discover her lost memories. Here's how players can unlock games with the true ending of the game. Unlocking
Persona 4 Golden True Ending To get a true ending, the player will have to reach a point in the story if they want to throw Namatame inside the television world. The player should be against this idea and follow very specific options for dialogue. Any option - it's a good burn second here... We're missing something. The true feeling of Namatame. Something's
bothering me. We're missing something... Don't go to hell! Later, the player will have to decide who the real killer. Choose Adachi and tell your friends how you feel about all this. The player now unlocks the dungeon, which leads the player to the true ending. After that, the player will reach the point of saying goodbye to his friends. Make sure not to choose the
option that sends the player home. After that, go to Junes Food Court, and the player will open the true ending. Persona 4 Golden is one of the best games on PS Vita. The portable itself has struggled to gather audiences due to the lack of premium titles. On the other hand, Atlus has consistently supported PS Vita with ports and improvements to its old titles.
Many gamers call the PS Vita Machine Persona. PS Vita was silently killed by Sony during his lifetime. Currently, this is the only way to legally play Persona 4 Golden. Maybe a few years later, the game will be released on more modern hardware. Read more: Persona 5 Nintendo Switch Port Dream Still Alive Persona 4 Gold is now available on PS Vita.
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